In naturally deaf wireless sensor networks or generally when there is no feedback channel, the fixed-level transmit power of all nodes is the conventional and practical power allocation method. Using random power allocation for the broadcasting nodes has been recently proposed to overcome the limitations and problems of the fixed power allocation. However, the previous work discussed only the performance analysis when uniform power allocation is used for quasi-static channels. This paper gives a general framework to evaluate the performance (in terms of outage and average transmit power) of any truncated probability density function of the random allocated power. Furthermore, dynamic Rayleigh fading channel is considered during the performance analysis which gives more realistic results that the AWGN channels assumed in the previous work. The main objective of this paper is to evaluate the communication performance when general random power allocation is used. Furthermore, the truncated inverse exponential probability distribution of the random power allocation is proposed and compared with the fixed and the uniform power allocations. The performance analysis for the proposed schemes are given mathematically and evaluated via intensive simulations.
Introduction
There are many MAC protocols suggested for self-organized wireless sensor networks during the last two decades. All protocols are designed to achieve certain targets such as minimizing the MAC delay, maximizing the throughputs, minimizing the energy consumption, maximizing the network life-time, and many other objectives [1, 2] . However, all these protocols assume that the sensor nodes have full listening (reception) capabilities. Therefore, the nodes can receive feedbacks and/or sense the environment (e.g., in CSMA/CA). The transmit power value is one of the radio resources which can be adjusted during the transmission. Efficient Power control schemes requires feedback channel between the receiver and the transmitter, where the receivers inform the transmitter about the channel quality in terms of different indicators such as the received signal-to-interference and noise ratio (SINR). This is known as closed-loop power control which is used mainly to mitigate distance and shadowing losses, fast fading, and most importantly to overcome the near-far effect in co-channel multiuser wireless communication systems (see e.g. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ). However, when we discuss about naturally deaf sensor nodes, it becomes totally tricky how to optimize the transmission parameters (power, modulation-level, etc.). In such networks, the sensors' nodes are just transmitters (broadcasting) and do not have any receiving capabilities. Naturally deaf network is different than the temporary deafness of some networks because of channel fading or directive antennas. Generally, the transmission of deaf sensors can be eventbased or periodic. An example for both cases can be found the health structure monitor of the bridges. The even-based sensor will send the measured vibration of the structure if the vibration value exceeds a certain predefined value otherwise the sensors will stay silent. In periodic sensors, the sensors send the measured vibration of the structure periodically, for example every 10 seconds [9] . The transmit-only (TX) sensor nodes are much simpler and cheaper than the transceiver (TRX) sensor nodes. Moreover, it is observed that some TRX sensors consumes during the reception period more than 60% of the consumed energy during the transmission [1]. Hence, TX sensor nodes consume much less energy than TRX nodes. However, there are very few algorithms in the literature to improve the performance of deaf sensor nodes. Looking only to the power allocation for the TX sensor nodes, it is usually assumed that the nodes transmit with fixed power. This solution has many problems and limitations such as the near-far problem and the unnecessaryily power consumptions for good channel sensors.
New randomized power allocation strategy was suggested in [10] , which proposed the use of uniformly distributed transmitter power levels to mitigate the near-far effect in congested systems without any channel feedback. That work was based on so called snapshot analysis approach and thus neglected the effects of the channel fading. The performance analysis of the uniform random power allocation in Rayleigh fading channel is evaluated in [11] .
In this paper, a framework of the performance analysis for a general distributed random power allocation is introduced. The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, a description of the system model is given. For the logical information flow and for comparison purpose we introduce the system performance of the fixed power transmission in Section 3. In Section 4, a general treatment of the performance analysis of random power allocation algorithms is given. New empirical random power distribution is suggested in Section 5. Simulation results are shown in Section 6. Finally the paper conclusion is presented in Section 7.
System Model
In this paper we assume multiuser environment with broadcasting devices (sensor nodes) randomly distributed in certain region. We refer to the transmitters as terminals and sometimes as sensors. All terminals send their signals to one or more access points with CDMA multiple access method. Because of the lack of the feedback channels it is not possible to use CSMA/CA or any other protocols that require receiving capabilities in the sensor nodes. Multi-hop scenarios are not possible as well because of natural deafness. Every transmitter has different spreading code, however we do not assume that they are perfectly orthogonal at the access point.
We consider dynamic scenario, where the terminals or the access points may have mobility or the environment is highly dynamics. The transmitted signals arrive from sensors to the access point in multi-path manner without dominant path, in other words we assume Rayleigh channel. The time slot length is small enough to assume that second order effects such as shadow fading and distance based attenuation remain constant during the time duration of the time slot. Although the mean of the received signal is constant but the instant value of the received signal magnitude is random variable with Rayleigh probability density function. In case of Rayleigh fading which is considered here, the link gain, i.e. the fraction between received power and transmitted power becomes Exponential distributed random variable.
Time is assumed to be slotted such that slot duration is approximately the same as the coherence time of the channel. For instance in some sensor network applications, the duty cycle of the transmitters is low and thus the channel state in consecutive time slots allocated to single transmitter node become independent of each other.
Let G denote the link gain between transmitter and receiver. In case of frequency-non-selective Rayleigh fading, it can be shown to follow the Exponential distribution with parameter 1 g
 
where g denotes the expected channel gain which depends on the distance based attenuation and shadow fading. Let  denote the received interference and noise powers, respectively. Let γ denotes the minimum required signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) at the receiver. When the received SINR is less than γ, we assume that the receiver cannot decode the transmitted packet correctly. The required SINR depends on the utilized modulation and coding method and is out of the scope of the paper. The outage probability of sensor i, i.e. the probability that a packet error occurs, is given by
where G i is the channel gain of sensor i, P i is the transmitted power from sensor i, and the interference term is given by
Note that in this model interference is treated as noise. The use of multi-user detection could be taken into account by scaling down the interference power I by some factor 0 1    . However, this is not considered in this paper. We assume that the sensor in outage whenever its power at the access point is less than some threshold.
Performance Analysis of Fixed Power Allocation
In this section we analyze the system performance of fixed power transmission strategy. The results of this section is well known in the literature [6, 11] , however it is given here for the subject integrity and for comparison purposes. Moreover some intermediate results have been used in next sections. First we assume fixed average interference power (or single sensor scenario). In order to simplify our notation, let us define
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For a given outage level p out we can find the corresponding fixed transmission power P i = P * to be
In order to achieve low outage probability P * must be large. Consider now the case, where we have multiple sensors. In this case, I cannot be treated as constant anymore, but rather as a random variable. Assume that all the N transmitters are communicating with the same access point. In such case, the interference power at the receiver I i is given by (2) . In this case we should average (4) over i  .
From (2) we can deduce that the pdf of the interference power is the (N -1) fold convolution of exponential distribution pdf. This distribution is called Hypo-exponential distribution. Hence, the outage probability can be written as:
We note that the integral in the above formula is in fact the moment generating function of the interference
notes the received power. In case of fixed transmission power, this still follows the exponential distribution with the following pdf function
The moment generating function of Z i can be easily found to be
Now the moment generating function for the interference power $I_i$ can be written as:
Let us revisit the outage probability (6) . With the help of (10), (13) , and (6) the outage probability of fixed power transmission is:
The outage probability shown in (15) is valid for any deterministic (fixed) or slowly changing power (power update rate is slower than the frame duration) transmission [12] . For randomly selected transmission power we need to average (6) over the probability density function of the transmitted power f P (p) as will be shown in the next section.
General Distribution Random Power Allocation
In this section we generalize the results of the previous section to the case of random transmitted power and analyzing the resultant performance in terms of outage probability and power consumption. Assume that sensor i uses random transmitted power P i which has probability density function f P (p). First i  is assumed to be constant. This assumption could be justified for a single sensor-node scenario but not for multi sensor scenario. The outage probability in Rayleigh fading channel is given by 
Note that
is called the inverted distribution of f P (p) [13] . Theoretically any pdf (should be truncated to be between some positive minimum and maximum values) could be used as
. The probability density function that minimizes the outage probability (17) under mean power constraint can be shown to be the fixed power solution P = P max , i.e.,
, where is the dirac delta function. This property follows directly from Theorem 4.5.2 in [14] . However, in multi-user case finding the optimal distribution is not trivial. Randomization of the transmitted power implies randomization of the interference power which in turn can help to solve the nearfar problem. 
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That is, we assume that the P i has finite moments. In practice P i must be bounded in the interval [P min , P max ] from which this condition automatically follows. For a given M t using (13) in Section 3. Let's first condition on P i , then the outage probability can be found using (14) as,
Thus the outage can be found using single integral,
Pr 1 dp
Now taking into account that P i is bounded, hence, we can rewrite the above equation as
where p f p is the truncated version of the utilized probability density function. Without any loss of generality we will assume that P min = 0 in remaining of this paper. Using (20), it is possible to evaluate the outage probability for arbitrary any truncated pdf. The average transmitted power is found by
It is clear that randomizing the transmitted power results in an average power which is always less than P max . This is one advantage of using random power over fixed power. By assuming random uniform distribution of the power between 0 and P max the outage in this case is given by [11]   
Moreover, it is clear that in this case the average power will be P max /2. Now the most interesting point is to find the optimum distribution function which can achieve the following target: Find 
It is possible also to change the order, i.e., minimize the average power subject to certain outage. So far, we are not sure if the above optimization problem is solvable or not. However, we leave it as an open problem for further research. Nevertheless, a random power distribution is proposed based on empirical assumptions as shown in the next section.
Inverted Exponential Distribution
Since the received power has an exponential distribution when the transmitted power is fixed, we propose random transmitted power with inverted exponential distribution to mitigate the fading channel. This selection was not based on any optimization criteria. However, this empirical selection shows few features and advantages over the uniform distribution of the power allocation as will be discussed in the next section. The inverted exponential distribution is given by
where  . The cumulative probability density function is given by
The outage probability for single sensor scenario utilizing random power allocation with inverted exponential distribution can be computed using (16) and (25) 
In order to avoid using excessive power, the power distribution should be truncated to be between 0 and P max . The truncated inverse exponential distribution is given by:
In this case, we have
The outage in this case depends on the value of P max as 
We note that as    , given in (5). Thus in single sensor scenario, the random power allocation requires higher peak transmit power than the fixed allocation to achieve same average outage. This result can be generalized for any truncated distribution function. is call that ed the exponential integral of order n. Note Figure 2 shows the relation between the average transmitted power and  when max 1 P  . The probability of outage in multi-user environment where all transmitters utilize truncated inverted exponential distribution is discussed next. Without loss of generality we assume that all transmitters use same distribution parameter  . This assumption is practical since no information is ailable for transmitters about neither their channel quality nor their locations. We will discuss the influence of the selection of 
Now from [15] , we can find that, 
Once again we can solve the moment generating functio 
It can be shown that when    the above equ w ase w
Numerical Results
aluated in this section. In the ation ill be reduced to (15) , the c hen the transmitted power from sensors are fixed and identical. Different aspects will be ev first part we validate Equation (43) by conducting extensive Monte-Carlo simulations. And in the second part we test the performance of the random truncated exponential allocation algorithm for different scenarios and compareing it with fixed and random uniform power allocation schemes. All simulations are carried out for Rayleigh channels with an average of d 4 , where d is the distance between the sensor and the access point. The background white noise power is fixed at -70 dBm. The multiple access method for all nodes is CDMA and the processing gain is 27 dB. The target b o E N is 7 dB. It means that the minimum required SN out 0.01 for all sensors. Figure 3 shows the outage with respect with number of sensors using exact formula (43) and Monte-Carlo simu-R is ab lation. The simulation has been carried out by generating 30 sensors with randomly distributed distance from the access-point from 20 up to 150 meters. The outage is calculated by counting the total number of packets where the SINR is less than 0.01, and then dividing this number by the total number of sensors at that stage. This procedure repeated 1000 times to obtain a reliable measure for the outage. The sensors are increased one by one in ascending manner, i.e., the first sensor is the nearest to the access point and the second is the next further one and so on. The derived formula gives directly the probability of outage by substituting the average channel losses of sensors in (43).
To compare the performance of inverted exponential random power (IERP) allocation with fixed and uniform power, we repeat the previous simulation including other power allocation methods. Figure 4 shows the outage for all cases at 0.5
 
, maximum power of 1 Watt and the uniform distribution is truncated between 0 and 1. In terms of outage, it is clear that IERP allocation outperforms the uniform power when the number of sensors is less than about 22 sensors. For larger network size the IERP allocation outperform the fixed power allocation and becomes very close to the uniform. In terms of power consumption the IERP consumes less average power than both other methods. The average required power is 1, 0.5, and 0.46 Watt for fixed, uniform and IERP methods, respectively. This result shows one benefit of using IERP allocation over fixed or uniform allocation. It gives less average outage for large network size than the fixed power allocation at lower average power consumption. Figure 5 shows the average outage of worst sensor with respect to the minimum required SINR for different values of α, i.e., with different average power values.
In this scenario we mean by worst sensor is the one which is located on the cell boarder, i.e., at 150 meters. However, because of the fading behavior it is not neces- sor has all time the worst channel. The gure shows that as the α becomes smaller, the outage of sary that this sen fi the worst sensor reduces, and it gets a better chance to access the network. The reason is clearly because of reducing the interference coming from closer sensors by reducing their average transmitted power. However, reducing α has a negative impact on the average outage of all sensors as shown in Figure 6 . Figure 6 shows also the average outage when using uniform and fixed power allocations. This last simulation has been carried out for 15 sensors; other simulation parameters are as before. 
Conclusion
outage can his paper is to introduce a general frarandom power allocation methods in
The main aim of t mework analysis for Rayleigh fading channels. Simple mathematical procedure has been given to analysis the system performance when using any arbitrary truncated random power distribution. We extend our work by proposing the truncated inverted exponential probability density function (IERP) for the random power. Mathematical representation of the outage as well as the average transmitted power is given. IERP shows many advantages over fixed as well as over random uniform power allocations. At small network size IERP gives less average outage than the uniform power allocation. For large network size IERP gives less outage than the fixed power allocation method. At the same outage the IERP needs less average power e uniform distribution. The required power dep o other good advantage of the IERP that it has only one parameter to tune, this reduces the difficulties of optimization over multi-dimensions. However, according to the intensive mathematical and simulation analysis in this work, it was obvious that using random power allocation will not improve the outage performance considerably when considering realistic fading channels. However, it is clearly reduce the average power consumption. Nevertheless, the topic is still open for several research paths such as find the optimum power distribution (if any), diversity gain analysis with random power allocation, and simplify the problem by using discrete power values with predefined probability.
